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Abstract. Textual entailment has been proposed as a unifying generic framework for modeling language variability and semantic inference in different Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. This paper presents a novel statistical
method for recognizing Chinese textual entailment in which lexical, syntactic
with semantic matching features are combined together. In order to solve the
problems of syntactic tree matching difficulty and tree structure errors caused
by Chinese word segmentation, the method firstly clips the syntactic trees into
minimum information trees and then computes syntactic matching similarity on
them. All features will be used in a voting style under different machine learning methods to predict whether the text sentence can entail the hypothesis sentence in a text-hypothesis pair. The experimental results show that the feature
on changing structure of syntactic tree is effective and efficient in Chinese textual entailment.
Keywords: Textual Entailment; Minimum information tree; Syntactic tree
clipping; Machine learning
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Introduction

The Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) challenge focuses on detecting the
directional entailment relationship between pairs of text expressions, denoted by
T (the entailing “Text”) and H (the entailed “Hypothesis”). We say that T entails
H if human reading T would typically infer that H is most likely true.
RTE is proposed as a generic task that captures the semantic inference demand
with a wide range of natural language applications. For example, a question answering system needs to recognize the text whether entails a hypothesized answer,
e.g., given the question “Which team won the NBA championship in 2012-2013?”,
the text “James led Miami Heat to their second straight title on June 20,2013”
entails the hypothesized answer form “Miami Heat win the championship in
2012-2013”.
RTE has attracted extensive attention ever since it was proposed, and researchers have developed many methods to solve this problem. These methods can be
roughly classified into five categories.
1. Logic-based recognition Approaches [2, 3]. These approaches map the language

expression T(Text) and H(Hypothesis) to logical meaning representations ΦT and
ΦH , then check if ΦH can be inferred from ΦT using many kinds of entailment
rules and common sense knowledge B possibly by invoking theorem provers. But
it is very difficult to convert the language expressions into logical forms concerning limited performance of current natural language processing tools.
2. Decoding based recognition approaches[4,11]. Given many entailment rules like
the following forms,
X bought Y => X owned Y
X loves Y => X likes Y
X brought a lawsuit against Y => X sued Y
These approaches are to search for a sequence of rule applications that turn T expression (or its syntactic or semantic representation) to H expression. If such a sequence is found, the two expressions constitute a positive textual entailment pair,
depending on the rules used; otherwise, the pair is negative. Unfortunately, try to
build these rules in a hierarchical way could not be easy no matter in theory or
practice.
3. Transformation-based approaches[23,24,25]. Transformation-based approaches
use a set of rules to perturb the entailment pair with the goal of making the Text
and Hypothesis identical. After the rule set has been exhausted (when either no
more changes can be effected by apply rules, or some heuristic limited is reached),
if the Text and Hypothesis match, the entailment pair is labeled as “entails”, and if
they don’t, it is labeled as “not entailment”.
4. Alignment and similarity measures based recognition approaches. These approaches are to measure a kind of similarity or distance between text T and hypothesis H, and then classify the pair into positive or negative example by comparing
the similarity or distance with a threshold. The similarity measure used can be
computed at different levels including surface lexical string [7, 22], syntactic tree
structure [9, 10], or latent semantic representations [12, 13]. And quite a few successful approaches also treat RTE as an alignment problem [8, 21]. Thesaurus like
WordNet, Hownet [20] can be useful in these approaches.
5. Machine learning based recognition approaches[5, 6, 14, 15]. These approaches
treat the entailment judgment problem between two texts T and H as a binary classification problem, then supervised machine learning methods can be used to make
the textual entailment decision. Each pair of input language expressions <T, H> is
represented by a feature vector <f1, …, fm> containing the scores of different similarity measures applied to the pair, and possibly other features. A supervised machine learning algorithm train a classifier on manually classified vectors corresponding to training input pairs. Once trained, the classifier can classify unseen
pairs as correct or incorrect textual entailment pairs by examining their features.

This paper explores the methods for recognizing Chinese textual entailment.
The difficult problems for this task include the lack of Chinese textual entailment
rules, and word segmentation as well as other language processing errors, and it is
also very hard to convert the language expressions T and H into logical forms to
infer H from T. Therefore, we use a machine learning based Chinese textual en-

tailment recognization method in which a new syntactic tree clipping and matching feature we presented is combined with other traditional different similarity
features. With clipping and transforming the original syntactic tree structure into
the “minimum information tree”, the matching between T and H can be more
accuracy and tolerant of word segmentation error. The experimental result shows
that the clipping on syntactic tree structure is effective for Chinese textual entailment recognization.
The remainder of this paper is composed as follows. In section 2 we introduce
the rules to clip a syntactic tree structure to a “minimum information tree” and the
similarity measure between different “minimum information tree”. In section 3
we present other features and machine learning methods used in our system. In
section 4 we show the experimental results on the test data and give some analysis.
Finally, we summarize our work and outline some ideas for future research.

2

Approach

Our approach also treat recognizing Chinese textual entailment as a binary classification problem. We believe that a Hypothesis H with “similar” content to the
Text T is more likely to be entailed by that Text T than one with “less similar”
content, therefore using matching similarity between T and H should be an important feature for entailment classification. In this paper we match T and H at
different levels including lexical level, syntactic level, and shallow semantic level.
At syntactic level, firstly we clip and transform the two original syntactic trees of
T and H into “minimum syntactic trees”, then search for their common structure
and compute matching similarity.
2.1

Clipping syntactic tree

The main idea of syntactic tree clipping is to delete meaningless nodes by aggregating those nodes of syntactic tree. Based on syntactic tree, the first operation is
to aggregate the common subsequence into one node. Secondly, aggregate those
strings which can be treated as “common similar subtrees”. Finally, we will get a
tree with minimum information by saving related links of notes and deleting redundant information (nodes without any operation).
2.1.1 Common subsequence aggregation
In this step, we aggregate all common nodes by searching all subsequences. After
this step, some entities can be extracted to reduce the Chinese word segmentation
errors and the syntactic tree will be less complex. The following example
(Marked as Example 1)is taken from NTCIR-10’s data:
T: 张艺谋执导的新作《十面埋伏》上映 4 天票房已突破 6300 万元人民
币，超过同期《英雄》的票房记录.
H:《十面埋伏》上映 4 天票房突破 6300 万元人民币.

Two syntactic trees of T and H in the example is as following(ignore all punctuations)：

Fig. 1. Syntactic trees of T and H in Example 1

Common subsequence can fix the errors as Example 1 shows. In this example,
“十面埋伏” should not be separated into three nodes, and we need to treat them
as an entirety. But even two equal single nodes couldn’t be treated as common
subsequence. After aggregating the nodes, the “minimum information trees”
would be as follows:

Fig. 2. “Minimum information trees” in Example

2.1.2 Common similar subtree aggregation
We define the similar subtrees as such kinds of trees that have similar format and
generated from syntactic analysis. Those similar subtrees will be aggregated during the step of syntactic tree clipping. Our approach judges those similar subtrees
by single word’s overlap. With constraint in syntactic structure and core words’
similarity we can determine whether these subsequences should be aggregated or
not. Another example (Marked as Example 2) selected from NTCIR-10:
T: 二次世界大战时日本广岛遭投原子弹
H: 广岛在二次世界大战时遭原子弹轰炸

Two syntactic trees of T and H in this example are as following(ignore all punctuations)：

Fig. 3. Syntactic trees of T and H in Example 2

Here “二次世界大战时” is a common subsequence, “广岛” and “日本” would be
name entities appearing in each text. The left one with “投” and “遭” and “原子
弹” consist a subtree try to compare with the subtree which consists of “遭” and
“轰炸” and “原子弹”. The score of similarity greater than threshold after calculation, then aggregate those nodes into one. The final “Minimum information trees”
are:

Fig. 4. “Minimum information trees” in example 1

What we had mentioned before, the equation for calculating the similarity between different subtrees is defined as:
Simsubtree= α(core vocabulary similarity) + β(syntactic structure similarity)

(1)

Here 0≤α, β≤1, α+β=1. Via manual work, when α=0.55 and β=0.45 this similarity
work best in distinguishing the synonymy between two subtrees.
2.2

The syntactic tree clipping algorithm

The algorithm to clip the original syntactic trees of T and H into minimum information trees is as follows.
Table 1. Syntactic Tree Clipping algorithm

Input: Syntactic tree T1 and T2 with nodes {v1, v2,…,vn} and {v1 ,́
v2´,…,vn´},
Output: Minimum information tree I1, I2 generated from T1, T2, which

remain the entailment information contained in T1, T2. They also
have deleted nodes that carry useless information about recognizing textual entailment.
Step1.Let D1 and D2 be the node sets to handle, Di=Ø. Then apply KMP
algorithm to find all common subsequences in T1, T2, and put
them into Di (i =1,2) as independent subtree dij.
Step2.Use the smaller one as beginning, find all common similar subtrees in T1, T2. The way to find all subtrees need two steps. First,
use the degree of word overlap to find some pairs of subtrees, 0.76
will be the threshold to the first screen. Then those pairs through
discriminant function Simsubtree will select the similar subtree. Let
them join the set of Di as the original way dik, until they traverse
all tree. We won’t deal the nodes already done in step1.
Step3.Transforming Ti, take nodes in Di, aggregate them which in the
same subtree. New nodes location depends on parent node of
those aggregated node, after this delete it from Di. Keep the syntactic structure between these nodes, the path to root and all nodes
in this path，until Di=Ø. If two subtrees have the same type of
named entity, we still retain those nodes even if they are not the
same one.
Step4.Delete nodes in Ti that we do nothing about them, then Minimum
information tree Ii presents.
2.3

The similarity computing between minimum information trees

Although using clipping method will decrease the number of nodes, we still
can’t just employ statistical features to make the entailment prediction correctly.
The minimum information trees still keep semantic features. Therefore, the following Equation (2) for the similarity calculation is necessary:
1
1
SimTree  ( ) SBV ( ) NED
3
3

 Max{Sim(Node

T

,NodeH )}

(2)

Min( NodeT , NodeH )

In the equation, SBV stands for the syntactic subject-predicate dependency relation while only considering those nodes around root one:
0，if the relation between nodes is different
SBV = 
1，else

(3)

NED stands for the result of named entity discrimination:
1，if two texts contain the identical named entity or named entity type
NED= 
0，others

(4)
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Traditional features

The statistical machine learning models are trained to classify whether T in a given text-hypothesis pair entail H, and some traditional features including statistical
and lexical semantic features are also used in these models. The following table 2
and table 3 illustrate these features and computational equations for them.
Table 2. Statistical features
Feature Name

Word overlap

Comment

Formula
E1 = T  H / H

The overlap of word between two texts

Length difference

Using text length to distinguish entailment direction

Cosine similarity

Representing the text pair
as vectors, then calculating their cosine similarity

E2 = T  H / T

E =(2*E1*E2 )/(E1 +E2 )
Lt (T , H ) | Len(T )  Len( H ) |
n

Simcos (T ,H ) 

 t *h
i

i

i =1
n

n

t * h
i

i =1

i

i =1

n is vector dimensions

Table 3. Lexical semantic features
Feature Name

Comment

HowNet semantic
similarity
Tongyicilin semantic similarity [16]
The number of
antonyms
The number of
negative words

Using HowNet to calculate the
similarity between different words
Using Tongyicilin to calculate the
similarity between different words
Using the Web resource to count
the number of antonyms
Combining the number of antonyms
to assist the decision

The overlap of
named entity

See Equation 5
See Equation 5
None
None
TNE = T  H / H

Named entities can show the text
topics in a way

 max{simw (w1i ,w2 j )|1  j  n}+
m

H NE = T  H / T

LNE =(2*TNE *H NE )/(TNE +H NE )

n

m

1
Sim= [ i =1
2

Formula

 max{sim

w



(w1i ,w2j )|1  i  m}

j =1

n

]

(5)

What need to be illustrated is that although the equations of HowNet and
Tongyicilin similarity are same, the same formula is only to sum the similarity
which has already been calculated. The value of similarity in different features
calculates in different ways.
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Experimental result and analysis

4.1

Data and evaluation standards

The National Institute of Informatics (NII) of Japan organized the NTCIR [19]
RITE (Recognizing Inference in TExt) competition [17] since 2011. RITE is to
evaluate one system’s ability about recognizing specific entailment relationship
between two sentences. Therefore, we use NTCIR-10 RITE evaluation dataset as
our experimental data, in which 814 text-hypothesis sentence pairs will employed
as the training set, and other 781 pairs be the test set. The semantic relationship
between every sentence pair has been already labeled as entailment or not entailment. We also use Precision, Recall and F-measure as system performance evaluation criterion. They are defined as follows.

# right decisions
# all decisions

(6)

# right decisions
# all pairs in one relation

(7)

Pre 

Re =

F - measure =
4.2

2* Pre* Re
Pre+ Re

(8)

Experimental result and analysis

We implemented two systems NLPWM-01 and NLPWM-02 for experimental
evaluation. NLPWM-01 uses all features mentioned in section 3, and NLPWM-02
added further the minimum information tree similarity feature of text pair. We
define those T-H test text pairs in which the entailment relationship exists as positive instances, and others as negative instances. Being similar to confusion matrix,
Table 4 presents the prediction numbers of two systems for positive and negative
test instances respectively.
Table 4. Experimental result

System

#correct predication for positive
pairs

#incorrect
prediction for
positive pairs

#correct
prediction for
negative pairs

#incorrect
prediction for
negative pairs

NLPWM-01

371

51

171

188

NLPWM-02

393

29

202

157

From Table 4 we can see that the precision increases after adding the minimum
information tree feature, especially for negative test text pairs. The reason for
performance improvement can be explained as: 1) After clipping the syntactic tree,

the noise in recognizing process decreased; 2) Equation 2 solved some problems
such as the only difference in subject or object, reverse of subject and object, and
so on.
Figure 5 shows the achieved F-measure values by different models including
Decision Tree, SVM and Naï
ve Bayes based on Gaussian distribution machine
learning methods [18]. Different machine learning methods cause different results.
SVM which is regarded as the best supervised learning method in general text
classification didn’t obtain the best result. Meanwhile, naï
ve Bayes approach gets
the highest score in both prediction. And apparently, when adding the minimum
information tree feature, the performance is always improved under these different prediction models.

Fig. 5. Different machine learning methods achieve different F-measures

Figure 6 demonstrates the effect of different features in Naï
ve Bayes decision
model. Features are put into vector in an order from bottom to the top. The more
features join the vector, the better accuracy would be.

Fig. 6. Each feature effect the Naïve Bayes decision

For all features as showed in figure 6, minimum information tree feature makes
the biggest change in F-measure except the first change. These results show the

minimum information tree feature is effective in textual entailment classification.
Table 5 compare the performance of our systems with those participated
NTCIR-10 challenge.
Table 5. NTCIR-10 RITE Result (without percent)

78.43
71.72
70.74
76.32

YPrec.
72.58
69.64
70.16
65.98

YRec.
85.31
73.93
71.33
90.52

69.25
64.45
64.98
57.75

NPrec.
78.25
66.97
65.63
80.20

NRec
62.12
62.12
64.35
45.13

69.91

76.89

65.71

92.65

56.88

83.33

43.18

65.71

65.81

67.56

69.33

65.88

63.87

62.11

65.74

CYUT-CS-BC-02

63.11

63.12

62.50

69.36

65.88

63.87

62.11

65.74

WHUTE-CS-BC-02

61.65

66.58

75.40

62.60

94.79

47.90

84.51

33.43

CYUT-CS-BC-01

61.17

61.59

57.14

71.94

47.39

65.20

55.86

78.27

IASL-CS-BC-02

60.45

63.25

70.98

61.90

83.18

49.91

66.82

39.83

NLPWM-01

67.25

69.40

75.64

66.37

87.91

58.86

77.03

47.63

NLPWM-02

74.67

76.18

80.86

71.45

93.13

68.48

87.45

56.27

System

MacroF1

Acc.

Y-F1

bcNLP-CS-BC-03
MIG-CS-BC-02
CYUT-CS-BC-03
bcNLP-CS-BC-01

73.84
68.09
67.86
67.04

74.65
68.50
68.12
69.65

bcNLP-CS-BC-02

66.89

MIG-CS-BC-01

N-F1

The performance results of top-10 systems are listed in Table 5. In these performance criterions, MacroF1 is the average value of Y-F1 and N-F1. Items starting with “Y” show the prediction performances of different systems for positive
instances (i.e., text pairs being entailment relationship), the other items are for
negative instances.
Compared with bcNLP-CS-BC-03, NLPWM-02 should increase the value of
recall in not entailment pairs. And 56.27% shows the weakness our system copes
with not entailment pairs. This points our research direction and inspires us to
find more reasonable expression on semantic features.

5

Conclusion

This paper proposed a machine learning based method for Chinese textual entailment recognization task. This method integrated lexical, syntactic, and shallow
semantic levels of language matching features together. To construct syntactic
matching feature, a syntactic tree clipping algorithm is presented to form minimum information trees of T and H for matching. The experimental result shows
the minimum information tree feature is effective.
The approach still has two deficiencies: First, the time complexity in clipping
algorithm isn’t good enough; Second, the lack of resource make the system weak

in dealing with not entailment pairs
Our future work is two-fold. The judgment on not entailment pairs is not successful, we therefore should find new feature or new method to express entailment relationship better. Meanwhile we also need to focus on the multi-direction
in Chinese textual entailment recognizing, and this challenge requires entailment
system developed in a more robust and reasonable way.
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